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Abstract

Human societies are organised and developed through collective cooperative be-

haviours. Based on the information in their environment, individuals can form col-

lective cooperation by strategically changing unfavourable surroundings and imitating

superior behaviours. However, facing the rampant proliferation and spreading of mis-

information, we still lack systematic investigations into the impact of misinformation

on the evolution of collective cooperation. Here we study this problem by classical

evolutionary game theory. We find that the existence of misinformation generally

impedes the emergence of collective cooperation on networks, although the level of

cooperation is slightly higher for weak social cooperative dilemma below a proven

threshold. We further show that this possible advantage diminishes as social connec-

tions become denser, suggesting that the detrimental effect of misinformation further
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increases when ‘social viscosity’ is low. Our results uncover the quantitative effect of

misinformation on suppressing collective cooperation, and pave the way for designing

possible mechanisms to improve collective cooperation.

1 Introduction

The proliferation of misinformation on social networks—information that is incorrect or

misleading—has become an escalating concern in public debate and academic research in

recent years [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. In addition to studying the diffusion of misinformation and

seeking potential interventions and factors that might remedy misinformation among indi-

viduals, researchers further reported that misinformation significantly alters the behaviour

of individuals’ decision-making [1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. For instance, a ran-

domised controlled trial shows that misinformation around COVID-19 vaccines induced a

decline in the intent of 6.2 percentage points in the UK and 6.4 percentage points in the

USA among those who stated that they would definitely accept a vaccine [4]. In 2013, a

false tweet claiming that Barack Obama was injured in an explosion sent financial markets

into a tailspin, wiping out 130 billion in stock value [15].

Despite that experimental research and survey reveal specific cases where misinforma-

tion significantly affects individual decision-making, how misinformation alters the evolu-

tion of collective cooperative behaviour has received less attention. To uncover the un-

derlying mechanisms of how cooperative behaviour evolves and persists, researchers have

turned to the evolutionary game theory—a powerful framework and canonical paradigm

for explaining the evolution of collective cooperation [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Focusing

on the behavioural dynamics in unstructured populations, recent research has reported

that different types of social perception bias play a distinct role in cooperation dynam-

ics [22]. However, how misinformation affects the evolution of cooperation in structured

populations—in which interactions between individuals are determined by spatial rela-

tionships or social networks [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]—remains widely unknown.

Traditionally, individuals are willing to change unfavourable surroundings by detecting

other possible locations with higher expected payoffs, where the information that individ-

uals rely on to make decisions is assumed to be completely true [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36].
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In reality, however, due to the proliferation of misinformation, individuals may receive

false information about the alternative locations. Here we first investigate the effect of

misinformation on the evolution of social cooperation, and uncover how misinformation

alters the migration trajectories of individuals and generally impedes the emergence of

cooperation under different population densities.

2 Modelling framework

Specifically, we employ the traditional lattice with periodic boundary conditions containing

N sites to represent the spatial social connections, where each site is either empty or occu-

pied by a player. The proportion of the number of individuals to all N sites describes the

density of population (d). In a typical two-player prisoner’s dilemma game, each individual

could choose either cooperation (C) or defection (D). A cooperator receives “rewards” R

from mutual cooperation, while defectors obtain “punishment” P from mutual defection.

A defector attempting to exploit a cooperator obtains T and leaves S to its opponent

cooperator. Following the canonical practice [30, 33, 37], a single parameter T = b is

employed here to depict the level of social dilemma for collective cooperation (namely

R = 1, S = 0, P = 0.1), where b captures the advantages of defectors over cooperators

(1 < b < 2).

We start by randomly placing the Nd individuals on the lattice, where each individual

adopts cooperation or defection equally. At the beginning of each round of game, the

individual at site i interacts with their neighbours separately and accumulates the payoff

πi(si), where si indicates the strategy of the individual at site i. Then a randomly selected

individual i on the lattice will decide whether to migrate to other empty sites based on the

social information. For different lattices, the migration range of each individual contains

nM sites, consisting of the current site and the sites whose distance from this site is 1

or larger (figure 1a). The individual evaluates the fictitious expected payoffs π̃j(si) for

any empty site j in its migration range by hypothetically interacting with neighbours of

the site j using its current strategy si. Then the individual will choose to migrate to j

with the highest expected payoff if π̃j(si) > πi(si). Afterwards, the individual imitates

the strategy of the best performing neighbour (namely, the neighbour having the highest
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payoff) if its own current payoff is lower.

Compared to the scenario where individuals obtain true information about the strate-

gies of their neighbours around the alternative locations, misinformation appears within a

certain fixed area. In the area with misinformation, any defector is superficially recognised

as a cooperator when individuals explore the expected payoffs of the corresponding empty

sites (figure 1b). Here, the system state may correspond to the configuration of each

site—either empty or occupied by a cooperator or defector, and misinformation leads to a

misperception of the local state, which may further affect the individual action—whether

and where to migrate. Note that the real strategy of each individual can be correctly

recognised when individuals imitate the strategies from their neighbours after migration.

3 Results

We first explore how misinformation alters the evolution of social cooperation on lattices.

Intriguingly, the environment with misinformation even presents a slight enhancement of

the frequency of cooperators at weak dilemma (small b) compared to the scenario with

completely true information (figure 2a). Since all players in the area with misinformation

are recognised as cooperators when individuals evaluate the fictitious expected payoffs of

the empty sites, they crowd into the misinformation area to pursue higher payoffs, and

thus increase the local population density (namely, the density of individuals) (figure 2b).

Besides, we show that the level of cooperation in the misinformation area is also improved

(figure 2c).

Previous research uncover that the emergence of collective cooperation relies on the

formation of stable cooperative clusters [17, 18, 19, 23, 24, 25]. To investigate the mech-

anism by which misinformation affects the evolution of collective cooperation, we analyse

whether stable cooperative clusters—in which the cooperators neither move nor change

their strategy—can be formed during the evolutionary process with misinformation. We

define the migration-stable state to represent the state that individuals do not migrate after

evaluating the expected payoffs of all empty sites among their migration range. Math-

ematically, in this state, for any individual at site i, the expected payoff π̃j (si) at any
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empty site j within its migration range is no more than its current payoff πi(si), namely

π̃j (si) ≤ πi(si).

An individual can retain its strategy if its own payoff is higher than that of all neighbours

(otherwise it should have the same strategy as the neighbour who has the highest payoff),

or the neighbour has a higher payoff possessing the same strategy as i. Specifically, when

the system reaches migration-stable state and all individuals satisfy one of the following

conditions 
sj ∈ {C,D}, if πj∈Ni(sj) ≤ πi(si)

sj = si, if πj∈Ni(sj) > πi(si)

,

where Ni indicates the neighbour set of i. In such case, the evolutionary process ends with

a constant frequency of cooperators, and the stable clusters of cooperators are maintained

(electronic supplementary material, figures S1 and S2).

Next, we provide the condition for maintaining stable clusters of cooperators for dif-

ferent lattices (figure 2d). During the evolutionary process, to prevent defectors from

invading cooperative clusters, the defector (site i in figure 2d) on the boundary of a co-

operative cluster should have a lower payoff than the cooperator (site j in figure 2d) with

full cooperative neighbours, which means

nDCb+
(
k − nDC

)
P < kR. (3.1)

Here nDC represents the number of cooperative neighbours for the defector (i), and k

captures the number of neighbours for each site on the lattice. The left side represents the

payoff of a defector interacting with nDC cooperators and k−nDC defectors, and the right side

represents the payoff of a cooperator interacting with k cooperative neighbours. To satisfy

equation (3.1), a defector who achieves the maximum payoff can have k − 1 cooperative

neighbours, which results in the threshold b∗ = (kR−P )/(k−1), below which the defector

on the boundary of a stable cooperative cluster can have no more than k − 1 cooperative

neighbours (table 1). From the perspective of forming and maintaining stable cooperative

clusters, we further uncover that when the “temptation” b is weak (i.e., weak dilemma

of collective cooperation), namely lower than the threshold b∗, the level of cooperation is
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maintained in an environment with misinformation and is even slightly higher than that

with completely true information (figure 2a).

We next reveal the mechanism by which collective cooperation in the environment

with misinformation is maintained under weak social dilemma by analysing the fate of a

defector during the evolutionary process. For the defector on the boundary of a stable

cooperative cluster (who are allowed to have k − 1 cooperative neighbours when b < b∗),

the misinformation misleads it to a site with full neighbours in the area with misinforma-

tion to pursue higher payoff (see the left panel in figure 2e). However, this brings an even

lower payoff for the defector in the subsequent interaction and drives it to continue its

migration to a new site (see the middle panel in figure 2e). Finally, the defector imitates

the cooperative neighbour who has a higher payoff, and a stable cooperative cluster is thus

established (see the right panel in figure 2e). For the whole population, when there are

no empty sites with k neighbours, individuals with k− 1 cooperative neighbours will then

stay put, leading to the emergence of the migration-stable state (electronic supplemen-

tary material, videos S1–S6). At this point, the number of defectors has decreased since

defectors with k − 1 cooperative neighbours have been driven to migrate from original

sites, and ultimately imitate their cooperative neighbours in new locations (figure 2e). We

numerically confirm the threshold b∗ for a slight promotion of collective cooperation with

misinformation at a weak social dilemma on the triangular, square and hexagonal lattices

with different population densities (figure 3a). Furthermore, we check the robustness of

our results for the Prisoner’s dilemma game with two parameters (electronic supplemen-

tary material, figure S3), where a slight promotion of cooperation with misinformation is

shown in a region consistent with our proven threshold.

Despite that the level of collective cooperation is slightly enhanced when b < b∗, we

next show that misinformation impedes the emergence of cooperation in strong dilemma

of social cooperation (b ≥ b∗), especially for dense social connections (figure 3a). The un-

ending migration induced by misinformation prevents the formation of stable cooperative

clusters. From equation (3.1), we know that when b ≥ b∗, the defectors on the boundary

of a stable cooperative cluster should have no more than k − 2 cooperative neighbours

in order to sustain the stable cooperative cluster. Due to the existence of the misinfor-

mation, individuals keep migrating to sites with k − 1 or k neighbours, which actually
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can not sustain the formation of stable cooperative clusters. Therefore, the migration of

individuals never stops due to the considerable amount of empty sites with k − 1 neigh-

bours, leaving no possibility to form stable cooperative clusters (electronic supplementary

material, figures S4–S6, videos S7–S9). During the evolutionary game process with mis-

information, mobile individuals will fill the entire misinformation area, resulting in the

general reduction of the level of cooperation for large b (figure 3a). As the social connec-

tions become denser (from the left to right panel in figure 3a), the threshold b∗ decreases

(see equation (3.1)) and then the negative impact of misinformation is enlarged.

Furthermore, we show the impact of population density on the emergence of collective

cooperation. The high population density further shrinks the alternative empty sites for

migration in the environment with true information. With strong dilemmas, individuals

tend to stay put and imitate their neighbours, which accelerates the disintegration of

cooperative clusters (electronic supplementary material, figures S7–S9, videos S10–S12).

This explains why the frequency of cooperation decreases drastically as population density

increases in strong dilemmas (see the black lines in figure 3b, and figure 3c). In contrast,

in the environment with misinformation, the variation of population density causes a

relatively mild change in the level of collective cooperation since the mobile individuals

will fully fill the misinformation environment irrespective of the population density when

b ≥ b∗ (see the orange lines in figure 3b, and figure 3d).

By numerical simulations and theoretical analysis, we check the robustness of our

results for random regular networks (figure 4a, see Appendix). Figure 4b shows the theo-

retical approximation and simulation results at different population densities on random

regular graphs, where we demonstrate that the emergence of social cooperation is gener-

ally impeded by misinformation both theoretically and numerically. Compared to previous

results for lattices, the level of cooperation in the scenario with misinformation is slightly

improved on the random regular networks at high densities and strong dilemmas. This

is due to the shorter characteristic path length on random regular graphs compared with

lattices, where a small migration range is enough for individuals to migrate out of the area

with misinformation to form mobile cooperative clusters in a single step.

In the opposite modelling setting where any cooperator is superficially recognised as a

defector in the area with misinformation, we find that misinformation further impedes the
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emergence of cooperation (electronic supplementary material, figure S10). In this scenario,

misinformation generally impedes the migration of individuals because they estimate lower

expected payoffs from sites in the misinformation area. This further hinders the formation

of cooperative clusters in this area and leads to a decrease in the frequency of cooperators.

Our results uncover that misinformation significantly affects the evolution of cooperation

on spatial structures by influencing the migration of individuals.

What is the effect of misinformation on the evolution of cooperation when mutual

cooperation is also a Nash equilibrium? To answer this question, we study the evolutionary

process with a general Stag Hunt game [38]. We find that stable cooperative clusters are

easy to maintain in this scenario since cooperators obtain more payoffs with a cooperative

opponent relative to defectors (R > T ). However, misinformation hinders the formation

of cooperative clusters when the advantage of cooperation is weak, resulting in a lower

level of cooperation (electronic supplementary material, figure S11). This result further

confirms that misinformation is generally detrimental to cooperation in a wide range of

games, population densities and social structures.

4 Discussion

Overall, misinformation misleads individuals in their decision and leads to ineffective mi-

gration, which ultimately inhibits the formation of stable clusters of collective cooperation

in a wide range of social dilemma and population densities (electronic supplementary

material, figures S12–S17). A promising direction for future research is the effects of mis-

information on coevolutionary games where both the environment and strategies evolve

over time [30, 39]. Indeed, during the evolution of strategies, there are many factors in

the environment that can feed back into the behaviour of individuals [39, 40]. Consid-

ering that previous studies have assumed that individuals receive completely true infor-

mation from the environment, the coevolutionary games affected by misinformation may

be a more realistic reflection of how individual behaviour—in particular, collective social

cooperation—evolves in practice.

We study the evolution of cooperation where misinformation leads to a false percep-

tion of strategy for individuals and directly affects the migration of individuals. Indeed,
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whether misinformation impedes or favours the emergence of cooperation generally de-

pends on how one operationalises misinformation. This could be further analysed based

on our model. For example, misinformation around COVID-19 vaccines may concern false

information about the state of the world. In the environment where individuals prefer

living with higher vaccination rates, following our modelling framework, the state of the

system can be the configuration of each individual’s strategy—choosing whether or not to

vaccinate so that an individual can estimate the local vaccination rate for each available

place, and the action of an individual is whether and where to migrate. Therefore, the mis-

information about whether the individual vaccinates will influence the estimation of the

local vaccination rate of each available place, which further affects the action (migrating

or staying put) of the individual.

Nevertheless, to analyse the impact of misinformation on collective behaviours, there

are many different frameworks [22, 41]. For instance, a previous study exploring the

effect of perception bias on cooperation dynamics where individuals adapt their behaviour

through the best response based on their estimates of the current distribution of strategies

[22]. Future investigations on the model design beyond the action of individuals in the

environment with misinformation are warranted.

Another promising direction for future research lies in differentiating types of misin-

formation. There are several ways to model how misinformation blurs individuals’ percep-

tions. On the one hand, perceptions are multiple and it is possible to perceive partial but

true information. A previous study has shown that veridical strategies can be driven to

extinction by non-veridical strategies during the evolutionary game process [42]. There-

fore, it is important to explore how the perception of partially true information affects

the evolution of cooperation. On the other hand, instead of blurring the perception of the

level of cooperation [22], misinformation may affect the individual perception of the game

type [41]. It would be practical to further study the effect of this type of misinformation

on cooperation dynamics in structured populations.

Current efforts are mainly devoted to exploring effective interventions to mitigate the

negative effects of misinformation on individuals as well as societies, by understanding

what the misinformation is, how it operates, and designing the mechanism for suppressing

the spread of misinformation [2, 3, 5]. However, the challenge remains to create a new
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system of safeguards to put an end to the impact of misinformation in collective social co-

operation [2]. Our study sheds new light on the effect of misinformation on the emergence

of a high level of collective cooperation. We uncover that defectors on the boundary of the

cooperative cluster can be misled to locations with lower real payoffs, providing the op-

portunity to maintain stable cooperative clusters by controlling the “temptation” of social

defection below a proven threshold. Our findings suggest that even in environments with

misinformation, effective intervention and organisation by reducing the profit of defectors

can be designed to dwindle the potential impact of misinformation in the emergence of

collective social cooperation.
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Appendix

(a) Pair approximation

We represent the probability of a site occupied by cooperator (C), defector (D) or remained

vacant (V) as pc, pd and pv separately, and denote the probability of finding a cooperator

with a neighbouring cooperator by pcc. Similarly, the probabilities of the configuration of

CD, CV, DD pairs are defined as pcd, pcv and pdd, respectively. Together with these four

pair configuration probabilities, the evolutionary dynamics driven by migration can be

illustrated by the corresponding expected change rate, which is calculated by considering

all neighbouring configurations at original sites and migrated sites. The trajectory where

a cooperator at site i, with noc cooperative neighbours and nod defective neighbours, stays
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put and imitates its defective neighbour occurs with the probability

Pi→i
C→D (noc , n

o
d;nmc , n

m
d ) = pcPC (noc , n

o
d)P

(C)
M max (nmc , n

m
d )

1(π̃C (nmc , n
m
d ) ≤ πi)pdmax,

where PC (noc , n
o
d) represents the probability of a cooperator having noc cooperators and

nod defectors out of k neighbours at its original site. π̃C (nmc , n
m
d ) captures the fictitious

expected payoff of a cooperator interacting with nmc cooperators and nmd defectors. 1(·)
is the indicator function. P

(C)
M max (nmc , n

m
d ) indicates the probability of an empty site with

nmc cooperative and nmd defective neighbours having the maximum fictitious payoff for a

cooperator in its migration range, which is

P
(C)
M max (nmc , n

m
d ) = PV (nmc , n

m
d )

([P (π̃j ≤ π̃C (nmc , n
m
d ))]nV − [P (π̃j < π̃C (nmc , n

m
d ))]nV)∑

nu
c ,n

u
d
PV

(
nuc , n

u
d

)
1
(
π̃C
(
nuc , n

u
d

)
= π̃C

(
nmc , n

m
d

)) ,

where nV is the number of empty sites in the migration range. Analogously, PV (nmc , n
m
d )

represents the probability of a vacant site having nmc cooperators and nmd defectors out of

k neighbours. We define pdmax as the probability that the highest payoff is from a defector

among the new neighbours, which is

pdmax = P (πl < πh, πi < πh, ∀l ∈ Nj , l 6= h, sh = D) .

The probability of a cooperator at site i (with noc cooperative neighbours and nod defec-

tive neighbours) migrating to an empty site j (with nmc cooperative neighbours and nmd
defective neighbours) and keeping cooperation is

Pi→j
C→V→C (noc , n

o
d;nmc , n

m
d ) = pcPC (noc , n

o
d)

P
(C)
M max (nmc , n

m
d )1 (π̃C (nmc , n

m
d ) > πi) (pomax + pcmax) ,

where pomax = P (πl ≤ πi,∀l ∈ Nj) denotes the probability that individual has the highest

payoff among its new neighbours, and

pcmax = P (πl < πh, πi < πh,∀l ∈ Nj , l 6= h, sh = C)

indicates the probability that the highest payoff is from a cooperator among the new

neighbours. Analogously, the probability of a cooperator at site i (with noc cooperative

neighbours and nod defective neighbours) migrating to empty site j (with nmc cooperative

neighbours and nmd defective neighbours) and imitating its new defective neighbour is

Pi→j
C→V→D (noc , n

o
d;nmc , n

m
d ) = pcPC (noc , n

o
d)P

(C)
M max (nmc , n

m
d )

1(π̃C (nmc , n
m
d ) > πi)p

d
max.

The probability for a defector changing its neighbour configuration is similarly obtained

as Pi→i
D→C, Pi→j

D→V→C and Pi→j
D→V→D.
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(b) Stable frequency of cooperators

The expected change rate of the pair configuration probability is given by

ṗcc =
2

Nk

∑
no
c ,n

o
d;n

m
c ,nm

d

(Pi→i
C→D∆nC→D

cc + Pi→i
D→C∆nD→C

cc

+ Pi→j
C→V→D∆nC→V→D

cc + Pi→j
C→V→C∆nC→V→C

cc

+ Pi→j
D→V→D∆nD→V→D

cc + Pi→j
D→V→C∆nD→V→C

cc ),

ṗcd =
1

Nk

∑
no
c ,n

o
d;n

m
c ,nm

d

(Pi→i
C→D∆nC→D

cd + Pi→i
D→C∆nD→C

cd

+ Pi→j
C→V→D∆nC→V→D

cd + Pi→j
C→V→C∆nC→V→C

cd

+ Pi→j
D→V→D∆nD→V→D

cd + Pi→j
D→V→C∆nD→V→C

cd ),

ṗcv =
1

Nk

∑
no
c ,n

o
d;n

m
c ,nm

d

(Pi→i
C→D∆nC→D

cv + Pi→i
D→C∆nD→C

cv

+ Pi→j
C→V→D∆nC→V→D

cv + Pi→j
C→V→C∆nC→V→C

cv

+ Pi→j
D→V→D∆nD→V→D

cv + Pi→j
D→V→C∆nD→V→C

cv ),

ṗdd =
2

Nk

∑
no
c ,n

o
d;n

m
c ,nm

d

(Pi→i
C→D∆nC→D

dd + Pi→i
D→C∆nD→C

dd

+ Pi→j
C→V→D∆nC→V→D

dd + Pi→j
C→V→C∆nC→V→C

dd

+ Pi→j
D→V→D∆nD→V→D

dd + Pi→j
D→V→C∆nD→V→C

dd ),

where ∆nC→D
cc represents the variation of the number of CC edges caused by a coop-

erator staying put and imitating the strategy from a defector. Analogously, ∆nC→V→C
cc

(∆nC→V→D
cc ) corresponds to the variation of the number of CC edges caused by a coop-

erator migrating to an empty site and being a cooperator (defector). And the variations

for the number of CD, CV and DD edges can be similarly obtained. With initial pair

probabilities pcc = p2c , pcd = pcpd, pcv = pcpv, pdd = p2d, the stable frequency of cooperators

can be solved through numerical iterations. And the frequency of cooperators pc at the

system equilibrium can be obtained by the summation of equilibrium pair probabilities

pcc, pcd and pcv.

(c) Theoretical analysis for evolutionary games with misinformation

The evolutionary process with misinformation takes ptcc, p
t
cd, ptcv, ptdd, pmcc, p

m
cd, pmcv, pmdd, pmdv

to describe the dynamical system, which represent the corresponding pair configuration

probabilities in true and misinformation areas respectively. Thus, Pi→i
Dx→Cx , Pi→j

Dx→Vx→Cx ,

Pi→j
Dx→Vx→Dx are calculated subsequently, where x ∈ {t,m}, describing the migration and

strategy change in area with true and misinformation. The expected change rate of pair
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probabilities of CC, CD, CV and DD pairs are calculated analogously, and the stable

values for pair probabilities are obtained through numerical iterations.
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Table 1: Condition for maintaining stable cooperative clusters. In order to maintain the

stable cooperative clusters, given the maximum number of cooperative neighbours for the

defector (nDC) at the boundary of the cooperative cluster, the range of the “temptation” b

for different lattices is solved according to equation (3.1).

b nDC = 5 nDC = 4 nDC = 3 nDC = 2 nDC = 1

Triangular lattice (k = 3) – – – [1, 1.45) [1.45, 2)

Square lattice (k = 4) – – [1, 1.3) [1.3, 1.9) [1.9, 2)

Hexagonal lattice (k = 6) [1, 1.18) [1.18, 1.45) [1.45, 1.9) [1.9, 2) –
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lattice employed to represent population structure

with true information with misinformation

migration of a 
focal individual

Figure 1: Illustration on the individual migration in areas with true information and mis-

information. (a) Individuals are located on the lattice, where each site is either occupied

by a cooperator (blue), or a defector (red) or remains vacant (white). In each round of

game, individuals interact with their neighbours and accumulate payoffs. Then, individ-

uals are allowed to migrate inside its migration range (red shaded area), which contains

nM = 13 sites. To determine the location for migration, the individual (circled by dashed

square) evaluates expected payoff of each empty site by fictitiously interacting with the

site’s neighbours. Afterwards, the individual chooses to move to the site with two coop-

erative neighbours (pointed by the solid arrow), which has the highest expected payoff

among all available locations (see modelling framework). In the case that several sites

have the same highest expected payoff, a random one is selected. And individuals will

stay put if the highest expected payoff is lower than the individual’s current payoff. (b)

The area with misinformation is filled with blue. Defectors in this area are recognised as

cooperators when individuals evaluate the fictitious expected payoffs in this area (circles

with a red face and blue edge). Note that the site around with a cooperator and two

defectors (pointed by the solid arrow) has the highest expected payoff and becomes the

best choice in the individual’s migration range.
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Figure 2: With misinformation, collective cooperation is promoted at weak social dilemma

but inhibited at strong social dilemma. (a) For different levels of social dilemma (b), we plot

the stable frequency of cooperators on a triangular lattice. The frequency of cooperators

with misinformation (orange) exceeds that with true information (black) when b is small.

As individuals are allowed to migrate during evolution, the population density in area with

misinformation is higher than that with true information at all range of b as shown in (b).

(c) The frequency of cooperators in the area with misinformation is also higher than that

with true information in the same area at weak social dilemma, which is consistent with

(a). The stable frequency of cooperators in (a)–(c) are obtained over 60 independent runs,

where the average frequency in each run is obtained over 2000 rounds after a transient

time of 2 × 105 rounds. In the environment with misinformation, the configurations for

forming stable cooperative clusters at weak dilemma for triangular, square and hexagonal

lattices are illustrated in (d), where a defector could have k − 1 cooperative neighbours

with k being the maximum number of neighbours. Taking the left panel as an example,

the defector with two cooperative neighbours and the cooperator with full cooperative

neighbours compete (indicated by gray arrow) for the site in the dashed box. To retain

the cooperative cluster (purple shaded area), the payoff of the defector should be lower than

the cooperator with full cooperative neighbours (see equation (3.1)). (e) Illustration of

the process for a defector in the misinformation area to migrate and become a cooperator.

The defector with two cooperative neighbours is misled to migrate to the site with full

defective neighbours, which results in a reduction of the payoff after a round of game and

further migration as shown in the middle panel. After moving to a site with a cooperative

neighbour with a higher payoff, the defector imitates the cooperator in the right panel.
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Figure 3: Effect of population density on collective cooperation with misinformation and

true information. We compare the frequency of cooperators during the evolution with

misinformation (fmis
c ) and that with true information (f truec ) on triangular (k = 3), square

(k = 4), hexagonal (k = 6) lattices with periodic boundaries with population density

ranging from 0.2 to 0.8. The difference with individual migration range of nM = 121

is plotted in (a), where the red colour indicates fmis
c > f truec and blue indicates fmis

c <

f truec . (b) We show the stable frequency of cooperators (fc) through population density

with true information (black) and misinformation (orange) on triangular (solid line) and

hexagonal lattices (dashed line) at b = 1.5. Furthermore, we plot fc for the evolutionary

process on a triangular lattice with true information in (c) and that with misinformation

in (d) over different population densities and levels of social dilemma, which indicates

that the variations of population density generally leave a weak effect on the evolution of

cooperation with misinformation. The total number of nodes on triangular, square and

hexagonal lattices are 2380, 2401, 2312 respectively.
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Figure 4: Our results hold true for large random regular social connections. (a) We show

the heatmap of the difference between frequency of cooperators with misinformation (fmis
c )

and true information (f truec ) on random regular social connections with average number

of neighbours of k = 3, 4, 6 respectively. Consistent with the results we have shown for

lattices, the emergence of cooperation is promoted with misinformation in weak dilemmas

and sparse networks, while fmis
c < f truec can be observed as b increases and the networks

become denser. (b) We obtain the theoretical stable frequency of cooperators (dashed

line) through pair approximation on random regular social connections with k = 6. The

theoretical (dashed line) and numerical results (solid line) with true information (black)

and misinformation (orange) at population density d = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 are shown from left to

right respectively. The total number of nodes of the random regular network is 2400.
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